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The EPLAN Platform integrates all of the components used to manage a building project at
one location, especially in energy-consuming processes, such as: EPLAN Visualis EPLAN PTC
EPLAN Integrated Planning EPLAN API EPLAN Engage EPLAN Fault Analyst EPLAN Building
Plan EPLAN Documentation The Siemens EPLAN software guarantees you have a high-
quality, reliable, and efficient data foundation for engineering, planning, building automation,
process and cost management. With just one click you can obtain documentation that
guarantees you a consistent view of the project and can be used in a process- and task-
oriented manner. The EPLAN Platform can be deployed for use in new or existing electric
engineering project models from the EPLAN software and tailor made for your specific needs.
The EPLAN Platform is sold as a stand-alone solution. EPLAN platform for electric engineering
with documentation feature - Task-, process-oriented, and transparent documentation of
electric engineering processes based on Siemens EPLAN ECAD software The EPLAN Platform
serves as a powerful and comprehensive database for electricity and building management.
It is not simply a management tool, but an integrated, end-to-end solution. It provides EPLAN
Technology development tools, the building plan, as well as the EPLAN development suite for
further projects. The EPLAN Platform also directly integrates the concept of
DOCUMENTATION. With the EPLAN Platform, the Siemens Building Management Solution
provides the complete solution for planning and management of electrical engineering. As
such, the EPLAN Platform takes into account all the relevant technology solutions. In this
respect, the EPLAN Platform encompasses the EDC, MOC, PDTC, EPLAN, and CAD functions,
which are seamlessly integrated with one another.
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the automotive industry is experiencing dramatic change. when it comes to the optimisation
of cae, customers are looking for more efficient solutions. in eplan, we have developed a
workflow model to help you to optimise your processes. it is our hope that we can make a
contribution to your success! an integrated solution for eplan is where the most important
thing is, to make sure that your overall project is well supported and gets the necessary

attention. eplan is a complete software suite for the entire project chain for architecture, civil
engineering, construction, energy, interior design, machine and production engineering. if a

customer has large requirements in an area where this is not easy to obtain, eplan is the
only solution that can address these requirements and make a contribution to efficient

project management. eplan offers a comprehensive range of integrated solutions that enable
you to produce a better project solution than the competitors. eplan is used worldwide in the
automobile industry, in project management, and in power engineering. eplan solutions have

proven themselves over the last 40 years in numerous fields and sectors and are used
wherever people need a comprehensive and intelligent method of planning, organising and
controlling complex projects. eplan is the market leader in its field. eplan is an integrated

planning and control system, which also meets the highest requirements in terms of safety
and quality. eplan is the solution of choice for all demanding project requirements. you will
save time and money with eplan. eplan is the software of choice for planning, control and

communication in the automotive industry. 5ec8ef588b
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